Charis Café’ Ladies’ Craft Night
Wreath Making Supplies
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Grapevine wreath
I like to get this at Wal-Mart or Hobby Lobby. Just be sure to have your
40% off coupon ready if you go to Hobby Lobby. Also remember that the
bigger the wreath the more flowers/ribbon/pretties you will want to fill it.
Greenery to fill your wreath
Watch for flower stems to be 50% off at Hobby Lobby or purchase from
the “spring and summer” stems that are typically on sale every week.
Look for green stems. I love some of the ferns and eucalyptus…I try to
find greenery that looks a bit more natural. I usually buy 2-3 different
kinds of greenery.
Pick out 3-5 Feature Flowers
I usually choose 3-5 larger flowers that I want to build the rest of my
wreath around. Look for spring colors and try to choose colors that you
would see in nature if you want your wreath to look more natural.
Pick out 2-3 Filler Flowers
These flowers generally have multiple flowers to a stem and they are
smaller and more delicate than your feature flowers. You will use these
flowers to fill in the gaps in your wreath where needed.
Miscellaneous
Sometimes I like to add little things to my wreaths like a small nest, bird,
an initial letter, a word, anything pretty that you think would go well in
your wreath.
RIBBON
Watch for this to be 50% off at Hobby Lobby. They never have floral
stems and ribbon 50% off at the same time. They rotate weeks. So, when
the floral stems are on sale the ribbon is not, but the next week, the ribbon
is on sale and the floral stems are not. You can also buy floral ribbon at
Wal-Mart. I would look for spring and summer colors. I like to have 2-3
ribbons, but 1 is fine as well.
Hot Glue Gun and Glue Gun Sticks

Pinterest is a great place to get an idea of what you like. Look up “spring
wreath” or “summer wreath”. I hope this list helps and if you have any
questions please feel free to ask me! I’m so excited to make pretty
wreaths with you all!

